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I long ago sold my Whitman editions, but I display the gutekunst portrait 
where I can see it every day. I am grateful to Ed folsom and the Walt Whitman 
Quarterly Review for allowing me to share it with you.
northern essex community college           Lance Hidy
am I NOT a maN aNd a pOET?: a rECENTly rECOVErEd 
WhITmaN CarICaTurE
The february 27, 1869, issue of punch, Victorian England’s premier satirical 
rag, features a previously undocumented article on Walt Whitman entitled 
“he is a man.”  punch, edited at the time by mark lemon (who co-founded 
the periodical along with henry mayhew), takes this opportunity to contradict 
painter and atlantic monthly art critic Eugene Benson, who claimed that, “[w]
henever [Whitman] speaks, you hear the voice of a man in his agony, in his 
gladness, in his transports.” Benson’s rhapsodic praise of the american poet 
appears in his essay “Charles Baudelaire, poet of the malign” published in 
the same february 1869 issue of the atlantic, where Whitman’s “proud music 
of the Sea-Storm,” ultimately titled “proud music of the Storm,” was first 
printed.1 punch’s “he is a man” reprints reactions to Benson’s comments on 
Whitman from two other periodicals—Theodore hagen’s New york Weekly 
Review2 and Britain’s preeminent music journal, musical World,3 then edited 
by James William davison.  accompanying the text of “he is a man” is the 
racist caricature of a black male having his forehead shined and/or blackened 
while reclining on a sidewalk—an image entirely of punch’s own invention. 
punch—whose comedic affect martha 
Banta describes as a merger of “cheeky, 
Cockney irreverence” and “sanctified British 
tradition”4—had previously dismissed Leaves 
of Grass as proof that the “fields of american 
literature” needed “weeding dreadfully.”5 
published thirteen years after this initial 
critique, “he is a man” marks punch’s 
return to transatlantic Whitman-bashing.6 
punch begins its 1869 attack on Whitman by 
thanking musical World for the opportunity 
to lampoon “such trash”:
punch is indebted to the musical World for call-
ing his attention to the following bit of keenness 
and justice. he did not see, at first, what the topic 
had to do with music; but, on second thoughts, 
the wisdom of the editor of the m.W. in extracting 
the passage became evident—those who praise 
such trash as mr. Whitman’s perform on the 
instrument called fiddle-faddle, which the m.W. has of course a right to criticise:—
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after these prefatory remarks, punch includes an excerpt from the January 23, 
1869, Weekly Review, which responds to Benson’s reading of Whitman.  The 
excerpt transcribed below is taken from the Weekly Review; the article was 
reprinted by musical World and punch, but all specific references to “proud 
music” were removed. The following is a full transcription of the Weekly 
Review’s original comments on Whitman; the portion alluding to “proud 
music” (two sentences not reprinted by punch or musical World) appears in 
brackets below:
[Several pages of the february atlantic occupied by a catalogue, couched in fantastic 
prose, of various sounds, musical and other, which have been heard by mr. Walt Whit-
man, partly in the flesh and partly in the spirit. a first-class puff of alboni, who is 
called “the teeming lady,” is introduced into this “document in madness,” and lord 
Byron’s “banner torn but flying,” is used without credit.] In another part of the same 
magazine, the reader is told that whenever mr. Walt Whitman speaks, “you hear the 
voice of a man.” The fact that mr. Whitman is “a man,” ought to be pretty well un-
derstood by this time, considering the strenuous emphasis and minute particularity 
with which mr. Whitman himself has described his physical attributes, to say nothing 
of the stress which his critical admirers have laid upon his virility. In truth, many 
readers of current magazine literature are getting a little tired of hearing about mr. 
Whitman’s physique, especially as associated with the new doctrine that muscle is 
genius. Could it not be agreed, all round, once for all, that mr. Whitman is “a man,” 
and a very large and heavy one, so that the topic may be set at rest? Its disappearance 
from the field of literary discussion would be a great relief. The statement that mr. 
Whitman is a poet, would still remain for controversy, and surely that is sufficiently 
exasperating, in view of the copious catalogues, suggestive of nothing so much as a 
crazy auctioneer, which mr. Whitman continues to publish under the name of poetry.
following this extract, punch concludes:
If the m.W. sees any more such good bits, we shall be glad to read them in its pages, 
which we observe lately have become replete with a serener wisdom than of yore. 
perhaps raBElaIS was a little over the heads of the majority of musical folk. 7 Still, 
punch hopes it will occasionally lend the good service due from all educational journals 
towards demolishing Shams, whereof there is no greater than mr. WhITmaN—we 
say it, even at the risk of bringing on an american War. 
The article itself makes no direct connection to the accompanying illustra-
tion by lindley Sambourne, one of punch’s premier artists.8 and as a result, 
it remains ambiguous whether or not the reclining black figure is intended to 
represent Whitman.  But if we read the black male in punch’s caricature as 
Whitman, Sambourne implies that the poet is the greatest “Sham” because 
he has falsely represented himself as a white man.  Through similarities in 
costuming and posture, punch’s caricature plays off Whitman’s famous Bow-
ery b’hoy pose for the 1855 frontispiece, and, to this end, Sambourne’s image 
agrees that Whitman is both a rough and a loafer.9 In contrast to the iconic 
frontispiece image, Sambourne has removed the poet’s characteristic hat.  This 
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subtle alteration enacts the process of exposure described in “he is a man” by 
fully disclosing the figure’s face to the reader’s gaze: he is not the virile white 
man depicted in the 1855 frontispiece (an image which became more widely 
circulated in Britain when its truncated incarnation appeared in the 1868 
English edition of Whitman’s work), but a slothful black man instead.10  Both 
Whitman and the caricatured black male, punch suggests, inadvertently expose 
themselves as shams through the transparency of their inept performances. 
In his naïve attempt to mimic middle-class respectability, Sambourne’s figure 
has his head polished, not his shoes; Whitman, hoping to pass off Leaves of 
Grass “under the name of poetry,” merely produces “copious catalogues.” 
The dissonance between Whitman’s pretensions and his literary productions 
was all too apparent for punch.  Over twenty years later, with Whitman well-
established as the good gray poet, punch again turns a suspicious eye towards 
Whitman’s poetic posturing, warning readers: “don’t be taken in and accept 
W.W. at his own poetic valuation as a poet, simply because he is wrinkled, 
old, white-haired, and wears a venerable look, which, after all, may be only a 
hypocritical mask.”11  With this in mind, Sambourne’s black Whitman seems 
to be an earlier and cruder attempt to expose just such a “hypocritical mask.”
In Sambourne’s illustration, the poet’s physical blackness, whether it be 
natural or applied by a shoe-shine boy, contradicts the visual identity Whit-
man constructs at the beginning of the first american and English editions 
of his poetry. Though Whitman’s frontispiece helped him establish at least a 
tenuous physical (and Caucasian) persona as “Walt Whitman, an american, 
one of the roughs, a kosmos,” the identities Whitman forged in print were far 
more protean than this single iconic image might suggest.  as Kenneth price 
has demonstrated, much of Whitman’s textual persona is built on racial cross-
ings, some of which are direct (as when Whitman embodies “the hounded 
slave”), others indirect—latent in Whitman’s persistent challenge to a white, 
male, middle-class and Boston-centered american literary identity.12  for a 
bourgeois journal like punch, the inspiration to cast Whitman in blackface is, as 
price notes, already present in Whitman’s repeated exploration of “cross-racial 
identifications”(11).  But as exemplified by punch, reviewers often turned these 
frequent transformations in Whitman’s poetic persona, a technique so central 
to the experimental poetics of Leaves of Grass, against him.  Sambourne’s 
caricature is one of several critical attempts to undermine Whitman’s status 
as a poet through racially charged depictions of him as “a sexual, religious, 
and even subhuman outsider” (10).  and punch is not alone—not even in the 
history of Whitman’s reception in England. In fact, another English journal, 
the london critic, went so far as to characterize Whitman as the half-human 
slave Caliban “flinging down his logs, and setting himself to write a poem.”13 
While punch may be the first periodical to illustrate a black Whitman, there 
was precedent for employing racial stereotypes to dismiss Whitman as a “poet.” 
Certainly punch’s black Whitman alludes to the most recognizable image 
of the poet available by 1869—the 1855 frontispiece—but by depicting Whit-
man as a black male, punch may also be reacting to the radical identity shifts 
Whitman enacts throughout the poetry of Leaves of Grass. Trading on common 
nineteenth-century stereotypes, this caricature locates in the black body two 
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traits for which Whitman was often criticized: his tendency to lean and loaf 
and his unabashed sexuality.14 Sambourne’s image marries the stereotype of 
the lazy and lustful black male with Whitman’s own self-styled poetic persona. 
Benson’s original comment from the atlantic is shortened over the course 
of the three periodical reprintings, but his original claim that, “Whenever 
[Whitman] speaks, you hear the voice of a man in his agony, in his gladness, 
in his transports,” also carries distinct sexual connotations. Whitman “in 
his agony” not only embodies the “hounded slave’s” physical sufferings, but 
he is also the poet in the throes of orgasm, the voice of “libidinous prongs.”
Benson’s claim to Whitman’s masculinity (‘man’ as male) is simultaneously 
an expression of the poet’s humanity (‘man’ as human).  When punch recon-
texualizes Benson’s appraisal of Whitman’s masculine voice as the heading 
of a racist caricature, it ironically echoes two phrases circulating in Britain 
by the late 1860’s: abraham lincoln’s rumored reaction to seeing Whitman 
in 1864 (“Well, he looks like a man!”) and the slogan popularized during the 
British abolition movement, “am I Not a man and a Brother?” lincoln’s sup-
posed remark dates back to a July 30, 1865, letter to Whitman from a. Van 
rensallaer, in which he recalls a conversation with the president. according 
to Van rensallaer, lincoln made the comment about Whitman after watch-
ing the poet stroll past a White house window.  The anecdote made its way 
into several reviews of Whitman’s work on both sides of the atlantic; William 
michael rossetti even quotes lincoln in the preface to the first English edi-
tion of Whitman’s poetry.15  By 1869, England was familiar with lincoln’s 
thoughts on slaves and on Whitman—to the great Emancipator both were 
indeed men.  Sambourne’s caricature may allude to lincoln, then, lampoon-
ing the president’s vision and suggesting neither Whitman nor the black male 
are truly men.    
punch also satirizes the abolition-
ist cause more broadly, offering 
Sambourne’s caricature as its own 
response to the question “am I Not 
a man and a Brother?” The phrase 
was made famous by Quaker Josiah 
Wedgwood; as a member of the 
Society for effecting the abolition of 
the Slave Trade, he created a seal de-
picting a kneeling african in chains 
under which the appeal for human 
treatment was inscribed.  as adam 
hochschild has shown, “am I Not a 
man and a Brother” was “probably 
the first widespread use of a logo 
designed for a political cause.” 16 
Wedgwood’s design was ubiqui-
tous; it appeared “everywhere from 
books and leaflets to snuffboxes and 
cufflinks.” Eventually, the image 
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also became popular in america—in 1835 it was printed on the same broadside 
as John greenleaf Whittier’s poem, “my Countrymen in Chains!”   
as a satiric appropriation of the abolitionist insignia, Sambourne’s caricature 
intentionally undercuts the values that inform Wedgwood’s seal. Wedgwood’s 
figure is supplicant, spiritual and desexualized; viewers are denied access to the 
crotch that Whitman’s frontispiece and Sambourne’s image make so central 
to their compositions. Indeed, the slave’s impassioned plea in Wedgwood is 
transformed in Sambourne to sloth and grinning complacency.  given that 
Britain had outlawed slavery in 1833, the fact that a black man was both a 
man and a brother “ought to [have been] pretty well understood” by 1869. 
however, punch’s caricature is undoubtedly a challenge to such assertions of 
equality. Whatever we take punch to imply about the status of the black sub-
ject’s manhood, the image and caption absolutely deny the possibility of his 
brotherhood.  “Even at the risk of bringing on an american War,” Sambourne’s 
caricature delivers this ignominious punch-line: Whitman’s status as a ‘poet’ 
is as laughable as the black man’s pretentions to humanity and equality.  
The University of iowa                                                       eric conrad
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